LETTER FROM THE CHAIRPERSON:

The officers and members of the Government Documents Special Interest Section can look forward to another exciting and productive year. You can get involved in a number of ways:

* by volunteering to assist Mary Ann Nelson in planning the programs for the 1990 convention;
* by contributing columns, articles, and news to JURISDOCS;
* by alerting the AALL Committee on Government Relations (chaired by Bruce Kennedy of Georgetown) to important federal and state legislation and news of interest to law librarians;
* by compiling or updating a state bibliography;
* by giving us your opinion on the appropriate use of GDSIS funds;
* by offering your name for consideration as a potential member of the Depository Library Council; or
* by standing for nomination for next year's election.

Whatever your talents, interests, or concerns, there are opportunities for you to become an active member of the SIS. I encourage you to get involved.

JURISDOCS:

The fresh look of this issue is the work of David Batista, who is the new editor of our newsletter. We are lucky to have someone with David's design skills undertaking this time-consuming and challenging task. His job would be made easier by a regular flow of material for publication, such as articles, book and product reviews, bibliographies, and column suggestions. Remember: JURISDOCS is what you make it.

David succeeds Susan Dow, who did a great job as editor for the past two years. Her patience and good humor were valuable and often taxed but she managed to put out a newsletter that is generally recognized as one of the best in the Association. Thank you, Susan. Thanks and credit are also due to Keith Buckley for his past work and continuing efforts as the Business Manager of JURISDOCS.

Reviewing past issues of the newsletter to answer reports and surveys from Headquarters, I realized that JURISDOCS has not
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been indexed since its inception in 1978. Almost every issue is so full of news and information that the absence of an index is something of an impediment to its long term usefulness. If you would be interested in preparing a cumulative index for JURISDOCS, please contact me. The SIS will provide you with a complete set of the newsletter.

FINANCES:

Our treasury has a healthy balance of over $5,000. That uncommonly large sum is primarily attributable to the sale of state bibliographies. (The income we receive from our share of the dues is less than the cost of producing three issues of JURISDOCS a year.) Although we are still trying to obtain straightforward and routine accounting from Headquarters regarding the costs and profits of the state bibliography series, I think we can expect the balance to grow.

Some members have suggested, and I agree, that the GDSIS should consider returning some of its surplus to the members of the SIS by funding a grants for travel program. Few institutions can afford to support travel to all of the meetings their staff would like to attend. Just in October, 1989, two major meetings of interest to federal depository librarians were sponsored by the Depository Library Council and the ARL’s Office of Management Studies. Throughout the year, other meetings and programs are conducted by ALA-GODORT, the Government Printing Office, and other regional, national, and international professional organizations.

If we choose, the GDSIS can establish a grants program to assist colleagues with travel expenses to these and other appropriate meetings and conferences. By so doing, the SIS can contribute to the professional development of its members and can help to promote the consideration of law library issues in prominent organizations. Please take several minutes to consider the question and to respond to the survey included in this issue. If a majority of the survey respondents approve, I will appoint a committee to develop the program.

1990 PROGRAMS:

Mary Ann Nelson, Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect, is coordinating program planning for our contributions to the 1990 Minneapolis meeting. Of the seven proposals we made, two were accepted by the Program Committee: Preparing for the Electronic Depository and Accessing Patent Information. Mary Ann will be working with the program coordinators, Bill Walker (Electronic Depository) and Marsha Baum (Patent Information) to identify excellent speakers on these topics.

The Program Committee liked our other proposals as well, but in the interests of fairness and a balanced program, could accept only two. For your information, the other proposals were: outstanding depository librarians and libraries and how they achieved greatness; federal information policies and practices; publication policies of international organizations; retrospective cataloging of government documents; and training the general information provider to use government information.

It is never too early to start planning for future meetings. In fact, program suggestions for the 1991 convention must be submitted during the 1990 Minneapolis convention. If you are interested in serving on the Program Committee for the 1991 convention, please contact me.

The business meeting/dinner will be held on Tuesday, June 19, 1990, from 5:45 PM - 7:15 PM. The location has not yet been decided. Margaret Lundahl, AALL Convention Manager, advises that the meeting/dinner time does not conflict with any programs or major social events.

STATE BIBLIOGRAPHY SERIES:

Several new additions to the state bibliography series were completed this year:
2. Paul J. Cammarata. Kentucky State Pub-

On behalf of the SIS, I'd like to thank all of the bibliography compilers.

Unfortunately, there are still snags in the procedure that leads to the inclusion of these titles in the AALL Occasional Papers. Of the five new bibliographies only the Idaho and Vermont titles are available from Headquarters at this time. I am trying to resolve the problem with the Publications Committee and the Headquarters staff. When the other three titles become available, I will include a notice in the Government Documents section of the SIS News column of the AALL Newsletter. I apologize to the compilers for the delay.

Once again this year several Association members have answered our call for new or updated state bibliographies: Earlene Hurst (Stetson University)—Florida; Angela Secrest (Drake University)—Iowa; Stephen Jordan (State Law Library of Montana)—Montana; and Sandra Stemple (West Virginia Supreme Court Library)—West Virginia. In addition, two older bibliographies are being revised and updated: California, by Linda Maisner (UCLA), and Louisiana, by Madeline Hebert (Louisiana State University). With the exception of the new edition of the California bibliography, all of these titles are expected for 1990.

It's not too late to volunteer for one of the remaining states. See the list of states and territories in the October issue of the AALL Newsletter under the "SIS News" column.

Cheryl Rae Nyberg

FROM THE EDITOR:

This issue looks different from previous issues because of "desktop publishing". I used an Apple Macintosh SE computer with a 20 Megabyte internal hard disk, an Apple Laserwriter II printer, McPaint, McWrite, and Aldus Pagemaker (ver. 3.02) software to prepare the layout and mechanicals.

Some format changes: a larger margin on one side of each page so that those of you who bind or punch holes for notebook storage could do so without damaging the text; addition of a small table of contents to the front cover to aid in finding articles swiftly; and starting with this issue the volume will be paged consecutively rather than beginning each issue with page one.

Cheryl and I hope that these changes will make JURISDOCS more readable and ultimately more useful to our members. Future changes will be incorporated as they seem appropriate and as new technology becomes available (read affordable). I encourage the membership to comment on or suggest further changes to JURISDOCS.

The next issue will have the notes from the fall 1989 Depository Library Council meeting.

Members wishing to contribute articles, news, etc., can send me the copy either typed, (double spaced please) or as a Mac file in McWrite or Microsoft Word formats.

David Batista

Minutes of the 1989 Business Meeting of the Government Documents Special Interest Section

The annual business meeting of the Government Documents Special Interest Section (GDSIS) was held Sunday June 18, 1989, in the Mayer Room of Bally's Hotel in Reno, NV. Chris Corcos, Chair, opened the meeting at 11:30 a.m. with a number of an-
nouncements. Susan Dow has retired as editor of JURISDOCS and volunteers for a replacement are being sought. Dick Danner, AALL President, is looking for volunteers to serve on the Coalition on Government Information, the Government Relations Committee within the AALL, and the JCP Ad Hoc Committee on Depository Library Access to Federal Automated Databases. Kay Todd's committee, in studying SISs has recommended that Reader Services and Government Documents SISs should absorb the Citation Reform SIS. The GDSIS members felt that it would be appropriate to graciously decline this suggestion since citation reform was part of the GDSIS three years ago before being made its own SIS.

Joanne Zich, member of the AALL Special Committee on Information Policy, gave an overview of the committee's interim report and an update on what has been happening in Washington, D.C. There is one recommendation of the special committee that will affect us. Recommendation 4 states "Each Special Interest Section of the Association should consider establishing their own Government Relations Committee to track issues related to their work....". Also, the old Law and Legislation Committee will be renamed to Government Relations Committee and have a new charge. The proposed revision to OMB Circular A-130 (released Jan. 1989) has been formally withdrawn and a summary of the comments received appear in the June 15, 1989, Federal Register, page 25554. This revision is still excluding electronic information. Deadline for comments is August 14, 1989. The House Administration Committee, Subcommittee on Printing and Procurement has been holding oversight hearings on Title 44. Joanne felt that Title 44 may be revised to include electronic information. GPO's General Counsel has issued an opinion, dated May 22, 1989, which states "that the Government Printing Office is authorized to distribute Federal agency publications in electronic format to depository libraries." In terms of the Paperwork Reduction Act reau-

thorization, two committees are working on this (Rep. Conyers with the House Government Operations Committee and Senator Bingaman with the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee). The only bill that concerns this issue is a draft version from Conyers. Rep. Wise (WVA) has been holding oversight hearings on Federal information policy and has introduced H.R. 2381 "Information Policy Act of 1989". This is an alarming bill in many ways. Joanne recommended that we all read and comment on it. And lastly, there seems to be a lot of negative feeling on the hill about the OTA report "Informing the Nation" because it doesn't contain specific recommendations.

Sally Holterhoff gave just an update on Depository Library Council (DLC) activities since her report on the spring meeting is in the most recent issue of JURISDOCS. Future Census CD-ROMs and the EPA Toxic Release Inventory CDs will be surveyed instead of going to all libraries as the Census Test Disc 2 did. On May 3, 1989, GPO received formal approval from Congress to go ahead with the pilot projects. GAO is to be involved to evaluate the projects and will also structure the projects so they can be evaluated. GPO is also working on the National Trade Database and this will probably be out next summer. JCP and GPO will be holding a meeting after ALA for private sector involvement in the pilots. DLC members were asked for their input concerning this meeting. A letter was sent to JCP from GPO requesting permission to produce volumes 129-131 of the Congressional Record on microfiche for depositories. The volume 131 (1985) CD-ROM is expected out in early 1990. The U.S. Supreme Court is considering making electronic access to their slip opinions available. A vendor meeting was held last fall and we are now awaiting a final decision from the Chief Justice. GPO cataloging is aware that librarians would like to see improvements in the catalog tapes and a joint DLC/GODORT meeting will be held at ALA to discuss this issue. DLC has been asked to look at the present GPO cataloging...
priorities and see if they need revision. The third request the DLC received was to respond to the Herron/McClure study on users of depository libraries in terms of what this means for the future of the depository library program. S.J.R. 57 and H.J.R. 226 (identical bills) have been introduced during this Congress. These joint resolutions are to establish a national policy on permanent paper. One problem with this is that EPA has regulations specifying that a certain percentage of federal publications have to use recycled paper. Sally and Anne Diamond are looking at revising the 1977 Guidelines for Depository Libraries. There have been some compliants that the guidelines are too technical service oriented.

Susan Tulis, Secretary/Treasurer, reported that the GDSIS balance as of April 31, 1989 was $6,868.67. Our Income to date at that point was $8,238.68 and our expenditures were $1,370.01. It is probably less than that now, since a bill for postage for the last issue of JURISDOCS has not cleared.

Results of the election are as follows: Mary Ann Nelson, Washington University, St. Louis, is the new Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect and Marsha Baum, University of Connecticut, is the new Secretary/Treasurer. Congratulations to both and thanks to Keith Buckley and Mary Lynn Hyde for agreeing to stand as candidates in the election!

GDSIS programs for this meeting include "Canadian Documents in Legal Research" and "Law Libraries and the Depository Program: Ten Years After P.L. 95-261."

At this point there was a discussion about the fact that there wasn't anyone from GPO here for the GDSIS business meeting - GPO pleaded poverty. The question was raised as to whether or not we should use some of our treasury to fund their travel. This also led to other suggestions for how to spend some of our money. Examples include making grants available for people to attend DLC meetings or other meetings of documents interest. No final decision was made.

Cheryl Nyberg talked a little about the Quiz/Doc program for this conference that was cancelled. She thinks people were taking it too seriously and that is why they did not get enough volunteers. The incoming chair of the Reader Services SIS was in the audience and suggested that the two SIS's join forces and try again. Cheryl issued a plea for program ideas for the Minneapolis conference.


The discussion then moved to what other publications should the SIS be doing? Also, should we be doing a newsletter or some other type of publication when information has to get out quickly to the membership?

The gavel was handed over to Cheryl Nyberg and she discussed those things she would like to see accomplished under her leadership. They include: 1) encouraging participation in the SIS, 2) undertaking a member survey to find out who is interested in what, and 3) producing a basic SIS handbook.

The meeting was adjourned at 1:35 p.m. after viewing GPO's videotape "Keeping America Informed."

Respectfully submitted,
Susan Tulis
Secretary/Treasurer
KEEPING UP-TO-DATE
WITH FEDERAL
INFORMATION POLICY
DEVELOPMENTS
compiled by Cheryl Rae Nyberg

For those of us "beyond the Beltway," the following periodicals can be indispensable for monitoring federal government activities dealing with information creation and dissemination.

The titles are listed in alphabetical order and include standard acquisitions information. The sources I rely on most often are starred *. Several titles that I do not have regular access to but believe to be useful sources of information are signalled by a +.

Administrative Notes *
U.S. Government Printing Office,
Superintendent of Documents, Library Pro-
grams Service. 1980-date; irregular. Distributed to all depository libraries. GP3.16/3-2. Item 556-C.

ALA Washington Newsletter *
American Library Association, Wash-
ington Office, 110 Maryland Avenue NE,
Washington, DC 20002. 1949-date; irregular. $25/yr.

Coalition on Government Information — Newsletter +
Coalition on Government Information,
c/o American Library Association, 110 Mary-
land Avenue NE, Washington, DC 20002.
1987-date; irregular. $10/yr.

Documents to the People *
American Library Association, Govern-
ment Documents Round Table, 50 E. Huron
Street, Chicago, IL 60611. 1972-date; quar-
terly. Free to ALA/GODORT members; $15/ yr.

FLICC Newsletter
Federal Library and Information Center
Committee, Library of Congress, 1st and

Independence Avenues SE, Washington, DC 20540. 1965-date; quarterly. Available to depository libraries; free to others upon request. LC1.32. Item 785-E.

Government Information Quarterly
J.A.I. Press, 55 Old Post Road, No. 2, Box 1678, Greenwich, CT 06836-1678. 1984-
date; quarterly. $35/vol. for ALA/GODORT members, $40/vol. for other individuals; $75/ vol. for institutions.

Government Publications Review *
Maxwell-Pergamon Macmillan, Inc.,
Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY 10523. 1974-
date; bimonthly. $75/vol. for individuals whose libraries subscribe at the institutional rate; $185/vol. for institutions.

News From the Archives
U.S. National Archives and Records
Administration, 7th and Pennsylvania Aven-
ues NW, Washington, DC 20408. 1978-
date; quarterly. Available to depository librar-
ies; free to other upon request. AE1.117. Item 569-B-4.

OMB Watcher +
OMB Watch, 1731 Connecticut Avenue
NW, Washington, DC 20009-1146. 1987-
date; bimonthly. $35/yr. Also available are the Action Alert and Monthly Review; all three titles plus additional special reports available for $100/yr.

A few other periodicals occasionally contain news and articles on federal information policy, including the AALL Newsletter, Chronicle of Higher Education, the CQ Weekly Report, JURISDOCS, and Library Journal.

If you have time (or inclination) to read only one source, choose the ALA Washington Newsletter. It is the single best source of information on this topic and is published frequently. Another good source for "inside information" is the "News from Washington" column that appears in Government Publications Review.
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS PROGRAM
AALL RENO 1989

This year the Government Documents SIS followed up its very successful Latin American documents program of 1986 (which spawned a Latin American legal literature workshop last year) with a Canadian documents program. Neil Campbell, newly appointed director of the University of Manitoba Law Library, and Gordon Russell, Reference Librarian at the University of Manitoba Law Library, presented an introduction to the Canadian system of government and to useful documents and Canadian legal materials recommended for a U.S. law library. Handouts including bibliographies highlighted the subject. The session attracted more than 150 people and produced many favorable comments, including a suggestion that the program was too short and encouraging a workshop on the subject sometime soon.

FEDERAL INFORMATION POLICY DEVELOPMENTS:
OCTOBER 1988-SEPTEMBER 1989
by Cheryl Rae Nyberg

The past year has seen a remarkable number of developments in the evolution of federal information policy. Such policies, and the programs and practices that will implement the policies, may significantly alter the number and types of U.S. government documents, information, products, and services available to depository libraries, and through those libraries, to the citizens of the United States.

This chronology summarizes the rush of activities which have occurred in the past year, beginning with the landmark OTA report, Informing the Nation. The most notable actions have been taken by several Congressional committees and the Office of Management and Budget. Also recorded here are news items from the General Accounting Office, the Government Printing Office, the National Archives and Records Administration, the Patent and Trademark Office, the Administrative Conference of the United States, the U.S. Supreme Court and Courts of Appeal, and the National Commission on Library and Information Science.

Much of what has been said and done to date is prelude. OMB will be issuing yet another proposal to revise and possibly integrate Circulars A-3 and A-130 along with "guiding principles" on the dissemination of federal information. And of even greater impact and importance are Congressional bills to reauthorize the Paperwork Reduction Act. A draft bill known as "Conyers V" (named for the chairman of the Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture of the House Committee on Government Operations) was distributed to interested parties, including representatives of library associations, on September 19th.

As federal documents and depository librarians we have an obligation to stay informed about these vital issues and the right to participate in and influence the debate.


NOVEMBER: Publication of Federal Information: Users' Current and Future Technology Needs, by the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) for the Chairman of the Joint Committee on Printing (JCP) (GA1.13:GGD-89-20FS). Reports results of a survey of libraries (including federal selec-
tive and regional depositories and non-depositories) and associations (including general, trade, and scientific/technical). Major findings and statistics of this study and an earlier one (Federal Information: Agency Needs and Practices (GA1.13:GGD-88-115FS) were used in the OTA report.


Delivery of Users of Academic and Public GPO Depository Libraries, a study done by Charles McClure and Peter Hernon under contract to GPO. Distributed to all depository libraries in late June - early July (GP3.2:Us2). Survey of approximately 75% of the depository libraries; estimates that a minimum of 167,000 users per week consult depository material.

FEBRUARY 1: Beginning of a six-month pilot project for distributing federal circuit court opinions in electronic format, involving two commercial vendors, West Publishing Company and Mead Data Central. Also under consideration by the Supreme Court are proposals for electronic dissemination of its opinions; an informational meeting was held September 29, 1988.

FEBRUARY 2: Hearings held by the House Subcommittee on Legislative Branch Appropriations, concerning provision of electronic information to depository libraries.


APRIL-MAY: Distribution of the first CD-ROM information product, Census Test Disc #2, to depository libraries. Almost 150 depository libraries that had agreed to be test sites had received the CD in September 1988.

Publication and distribution of the ninth annual Information Collection Budget of the United States Government (PrEx2.29:989), which reports progress under the Paperwork Reduction Act.

APRIL 18: Hearings held by the House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture on federal information dissemination policies and practices. Covered electronic information systems of the SEC (EDGAR), EPA (Toxics Release Inventory), and the Department of Agriculture (EDI) and operation of the Freedom of Information Act.

MAY: Hearings held by the House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture on federal information dissemination policies and practices.

MAY-JUNE: Oversight hearings held by the House Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Legislative Appropriations on the printing chapters of Title 44.

MAY 1: Court order agreed to by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the National Security Archive (a private, non-profit organization), regarding FBI release of records on its controversial Library Awareness Program.

MAY 3: GPO receives Congressional
approval to implement electronic dissemination pilot projects.


MAY 15: Hearing held by the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee on Government Information and Regulation (chaired by Sen. Bingaman), on the quality and uses of federal information and its collection, analysis, and dissemination. (Y4.G74/9:S. hrg. 101-84)


May 22: Dissemination of an opinion from GPO's General Counsel on "GPO Dissemination of Federal Agency Publications in Electronic Format." (Administrative Notes, vol. 10, no. 15, pp. 5-11 (July 31)) Reviews and revises, in part, the Counsel's 1982 opinion on the same subject. "[I]t is my opinion that the Government Printing Office is authorized to distribute Federal agency publications in electronic format to depository libraries."

MAY 23-24: Oversight hearings held by the House Committee on Administration to review printing provisions of Title 44 and developments in the format, distribution, and technology of electronic information systems.

MAY 25: "Kick-off" meeting of electronic pilot project participants, convened by GPO and including representatives from Census, EPA, Commerce, JCP, and DOE. Also present was an official from GAO, which will be working with GPO to evaluate the pilot projects. (Administrative Notes, vol. 9, no. 13, pp. 3-25)


JUNE 12 and 16: Hearings held by the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee on Government Information and Regulation, on reauthorization of the Paperwork Reduction Act. (Y4.G74/9:S. hrg. 101-166)

JUNE 15: Publication of OMB's "Second Advance Notice of Further Policy Development on Dissemination of Information." (54 Federal Register 25554-59) Includes summary of public comments to the January 4, 1989 notice (66% of which came from librarians), OMB's reactions to the comments, and a series of five "preliminary conclusions" on which OMB proposes to base further revision of Circular A-130. Withdraws the January 4th notice.

JUNE 21-23: Conference on the management of electronic records held by the National Archives and Records Administration, Office of Records Administration. Attended by representatives from all three branches of the federal government and from the private sector. (News from the Archives, Summer 1989, pp. 18-19)

JULY: Report issued by the House Committee on Appropriations on legislative branch appropriations (H.Rpt. 101-179). Defers funding for the bound Congressional Record (p. 27); denies GPO use of unexpended funds for the "printing and reproduction costs of publications to be distributed to depository libraries" (p. 34); and directs GPO to develop a plan for the use of alkaline paper by February 1, 1990 (p. 35).

JULY 13: Hearing held by the National Commission on Library and Informa-
tation Science to solicit comments on the OTA report from private and public sector information organizations. NCLIS to hold subsequent forums on information policies and issues beginning in October.

AUGUST 1: Hearings held by the House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture on reauthorization of the Paperwork Reduction Act.


SEPTEMBER 19: Distribution of “Conyers V” to interested parties. “This draft is sufficiently advanced for interest groups to be prepared to take a formal position.”

(From the cover letter)

SEPTEMBER 25: Conference Committee meeting on legislative branch appropriations.


Note: This chronology was originally prepared for and distributed at the Illinois Federal Depository Documents Librarians’ annual meeting, held at Sangamon State University, Springfield, IL, on September 29, 1989.

The compiler would like to acknowledge the following individuals who assisted in the preparation of this list: Sally Holterhoff, Bruce Kennedy, Lois Mills, and Susan Tulis.

ACCESS RESTRICTIONS IN PRIVATE UNIVERSITY DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES:

Mary Wilder is seeking information about the access policies and restrictions at U.S. Depository Libraries that are part of privately supported universities.

How do you reconcile the depository's obligation to provide free and open public access to the documents collection and services with the institution's "members only" policy? How are the library's posted signs and written admission policies worded? How are such libraries succeeding in meeting the government information needs of the citizens in their congressional districts while also adhering to restrictive access policies?

Please contact Ms. Wilder at University of Denver, Westminster Law Library, 1900 Olive Street, LTLB, Denver, Colorado 80220, (303) 871-6206 if you have any information or material on this issue. She will compile the responses for a future issue of JURISDOCS.

GDSIS OFFICIERS & JURISDOCS WORKERS:

CHAIRPERSON:
Cheryl Rae Nyberg
University of Illinois Law Library
504 E. Pennsylvania Ave.
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Phone (217) 244-3044
Fax (217) 244-1478

VICE CHAIR/CHAIR ELECT:
Mary Ann Nelson
Washington University
Freund Law Library
Box 1120, Mudd Law Building
One Brookings Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63130
Phone (314) 889-6459
Fax (314) 889-6493
ABA/net: ABA15557
SECRETARY/TREASURER:
Marsha Baum
University of Connecticut
School of Law Library
120 Sherman St.
Hartford, Connecticut 06105
Phone (203) 241-4625
ABA/net: ABA17183

JURISDOCS BUSINESS MANAGER:
Keith Buckley
Indiana University School of Law Library
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
Phone (812) 855-9666
Fax (812) 855-7099

JURISDOCS EDITOR:
David Batista
University of Pennsylvania Law Library
3400 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6279
Phone (215) 898-7853
Fax (215) 898-6619

Obituary:
George Kosman

The Government Documents world has lost a very dear friend and colleague. George Kosman, documents librarian at Case Western Reserve University Library, died in a senseless automobile accident in Ontario on September 22, 1989, when the car he was riding in was struck head-on by a car attempting to pass three oncoming cars.

George received the B.A. from Ohio State in 1950 and the M.L.S. from Case Western Reserve University in 1954. He worked at Case Western Reserve University for twenty years, building an excellent documents collection and giving exceptional service in the field to faculty and students from all departments. He taught in Kent State University’s Library School, where he gave many future librarians an understanding and appreciation of government documents. He had recently been named to the Depository Library Council, an honor which reflected the esteem in which his colleagues held him.

George was a scholar who nevertheless took an active interest in his community and his church. He was a Deacon at the Church of the Covenant in Cleveland and a patron of all the arts, and he had a lively curiosity about the world. In his last years he took up the study of Greek, which interested him enormously. He believed that learning was an integral and necessary part of teaching, and the respect and love which students and colleagues had for him was proof of his talents at both. He was always helpful and always cheerful, someone one was glad to meet and spend time with. He was a good colleague, a good friend, a good man.

NOMINEES FOR DEPOSITORY LIBRARY COUNCIL:

GDSIS is seeking members of the Association who may be interested in serving on the Depository Library Council, an official advisory body to the Library Programs Service and the Superintendent of Documents of the Government Printing Office.

Sally Holterhoff’s three-year term will expire in 1990 and AALL will be asked to recommend several qualified law librarians. Although there is not a designated “law Librarian” position on the Council, several law librarians have served over the years and it is important that the special concerns of law librarians and libraries be adequately represented on the Council.

If you would like to be considered by the Association as a potential nominee, please contact Cheryl Nyberg.

JURISDOCS is the quarterly newsletter of the Government Documents Special Interest Section of the American Association of Law Libraries.
From: Government Documents Special Interests Section of the American Association of Law Libraries C/O Keith Buckley, JURISDOCS Business Manager Indiana University School of Law Library Bloomington, Indiana 47405

TO:

Ms. Gayle E Webb
Riverside County Law Library
3535 Tenth St., Ste 100
Riverside, CA 92501